
TMCSC Meeting Minutes 
Week 1, Winter Quarter 2018 

Thursday, January 10 2019, 6:30 PM 
I. Call to order 

a. 6:31 pm  
II. Roll Call 

III. Approval of the Minutes 
a. Approved 

IV. Public Input 
i. AVP of College Affairs 
- I was also a part of Marshall Council and I see many familiar faces! It’s nice to be back 
- I definitely want to help you foster community and my office hours are 4th floor of PC 
- If you want to reach out for collaborations, anything about elections, or anything about 
AS, I’m always here 
- I also wanted to pass out some goodies while I’m here!  
- Thank you for all the effort and time you put into Marshall each week. Seeing everyone 
here really motivates me to do my job. Your Council President inspires me a lot. It’s nice 
seeing everyone together. The love you all have for Marshall definitely makes Marshall 
feel like home.  
- The AVP of Health & Wellness wanted me to stop by and pass out condoms. No 
pressure to take them or anything.  

V. Presentations  
VI. Icebreaker 

i. What did you do over winter break?  
 
1. BNA: Motion to Reorder to Public Input -- SECOND 

VII. Issue discussion 
i. Winter Quarter Council Goals 
 
1. Spirit Rep: Personally, plan an event.  
2. MAC Rep: Fix our website. You’ve seen it.  
     i. Chair: Please try and be constructive and concrete! Does anyone have anything they 
specifically wanna see on the website? 
     ii. Spirit Rep: Making it more organized, since it’s kind of hard to find things. Also 
make it look nicer, since it definitely shows how outdated it is.  
3. VC Finance: Encourage our orgs to be more sustainable when they host events and 
when we plan events as well. When buying utensils, move towards recyclable ones 
instead of plastic ones. Make sure to check with administration when ordering supplies. 
4. STUD Scholar & Citizen: Collaborate more with each other. We all have different jobs 



but if you have someone else to do it with you, it’ll be better.  
5. LSAC Rep: Increase visibility of Council in general. 
6. Transfer Rep: There are three transfer students on our Council body but transfer 
students make up ⅓ of the Marshall student body. So we should make an effort to elect 
more transfer students and upper division individuals. 
7. BNA: Adding on to what VC Finance said, ask for help from the Students 
Sustainability Collective since they have washable items we can borrow too for materials. 
Try not to use styrofoam either. It’s super cheap, but really bad for the environment.  
8. TRES Rep: For the sustainability one, we can try and figure out if someone bought 
stuff that can already be borrowed. 
9. Dir. of Public Relations: Someone can take inventory of what we have in the 
Administration building so we know what we have and can avoid buying the same things. 
If it’s on a document of a paper, that would work.  
     i. BNA: POI -- there is an inventory list that the interns have. I can send that to our 
Facebook page.  
10. Dir. of Administration: For the point on collaborating more with each other, I think 
some positions on council where positions are in two, so for one, immediately try and 
work on events with your counterpart since they have the same focus as you. 
Additionally, never be afraid to contact others, especially me and those on Cabinet 
because contact information and help is readily available. Always be open to trying new 
things and communicating with others to reach different demographics. You also have 
your mentors!  
11. AS Senator Reynoso: I really want us to host events and have people recognize that 
we are student council. I think we’re doing pretty good so far since a lot of your friends 
are stopping by our Office Hours, but I want all of Marshall to know who we are and how 
we can help them.  
12. RFAB Rep: As far as increasing visibility of Council, if we made it more known like 
the hours and place we meet weekly, that’d be good. If more people knew about that, it 
would be beneficial because we do have a Public Input section in our meeting but a lot of 
people don’t know about that. 
13. VC Finance: Now is a good time to start thinking about the DJ dance event. Right 
now is a good time to start thinking about that, and students did show that they were 
interested in an event like that. 
     i. VC Internal: Taking the first steps for planning it, we need to figure out who will 
head that committee and who will be involved.  

VIII. Business 
a. Finance 

i. Remember my email is tmcscvcfinance@gmail.com! Please tell your respective 
orgs this information as well 
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ii. Reminder of the two week notice regarding funding requests 
iv. Winter Org Fair -- Dir. of Programming -- $168.24 
- Help Marshall students learn more about Marshall orgs and hopefully raise org 
meeting attendances.  
 
1. Dir. of Programming: The grand total is actually $336.48 but it’s being split 
between the interns program and Council. 
 
Roll-Call Vote 
Q: Fund Winter Org Fair for $168.24?  
A: Fund in Full: 16 
Don’t Fund: 0 
Abstain: 3 
Absent: 0 
 
v. Marshall Mondays -- AS Senator Reynoso -- $445 
- If you wear a Marshall shirt, hat, or maybe even pin, you’ll be given a sticker!  
- A lot of people don’t know where the Administration Office is, but there are a 
lot of resources there (CAPS Counselor, Academic Counselors, Student Affairs 
office, etc.) hopefully this will give them an incentive to visit 
- I already talked to the interns and they’re supportive of it  
- Passing out flyers and using our social media to help with Marshall spirit and 
visibility  
 
Q: Fund Marshall Mondays for $445?  
A: Fund in Full: 16 
Don’t Fund: 0 
Abstain: 3 
Absent: 0 
 
2. VC Finance: When we do these votes, is it only Cabinet or is it everyone? 
     i. Chair: Voting members.  
 
3. TRES Rep: Is this going to be yearly or just this quarter? 
     i. AS Senator Reynoso: This will be for a trial period. It’ll be for Week 4 
through Week 10 of this quarter. If I see it going well, I will request again for the 
next quarter.  

b. Internal 
i. Welcome Celine, our new Environmental Advocate!  



ii. Challenge course activity for Council (could be on mornings/afternoons of 
Saturday)  
- Vote between Jan 26 (week 3), Feb 2 (week 4), Feb 9 (week 5), Feb 16 (week 6) 
for the date of having the challenge course  
 
1. VC Finance: I want to remind everyone that some of these dates fall around 
midterms so be careful and keep that in mind.  
2. VC Internal: Don’t vote for the specific week you want but vote for the weeks 
you can be there. No one’s going to be that happy if everyone just votes for the 
week they want and we’ll only end up with one week.  
3. Spirit Rep: What time would it be on Saturday because that might affect 
availability?  
     i. VC Internal: I just need to know what the best times are so I can say what 
our choice is and then decide the time afterwards.  
 
4. VC Internal: Feb 9th is the highest, so that’ll be our first choice and our 
alternate will be Feb 2nd.  
iii. No Constitutional Updates because there was a lot of debate. Next week we 
will be talking about MAPHIA even more.  

c. External 
i. Office Hours next week will be Thursday 1-3PM @ Geisel 2w 
- If this time doesn’t work, send me an email! 
- Before your event: surveys and external resources 
- After your event: google sheet and infographics 

IX. Happy Thoughts 
X. Reports 

a. Director of Programming 
i. Marshall Winter Org Fair YAY 
- January 23rd, 3-5 PM, Angela’s Space 
- I will need some volunteers to help out, so the sign-up sheet will be posted some 
time this week.  
- Please keep sharing this event!  
 
1. BNA: Do you know the time chosen for the event?  
     i. Dir. of Programming: 3-5; it’s on the slide.  

b. Director of Public Relations 
i. Picture-Taking Office Hours 
Tues 2-3:30 PM 
Thurs 2-3:30 PM 



Fri 12:30-2:30PM  
ii. Facebook poll to see which dates everyone can attend 
 
1. VC Finance: I thought we did take photos?  
     i. Dir. of Public Relations: It was my mistake, something happened to those.  
     i. Dir. of Admin: It’s not Dir. of Public Relations’s fault. I borrowed the 
camera from a friend and he had downloaded the pictures to Flickr and I had 
assumed that everyone interested had downloaded the pictures already so he 
deleted them all.  
2. SFAC Rep: Is this for this week or next week? 
     i. Dir. of Public Relations: It’s for next week. 
3. VC Internal: Do we have extra Marshall polos? 
     i. Dir. of Public Relations: I’ll take down names for people willing to lend out 
their polos.  
 

c. Director of Administration 
i. Committee Declaration Form is up again for this quarter 
ii. Email me at tmcscucsd@gmail.com if you have any attendance issues with 
your new Winter Quarter schedule 
iii. Reminder for the Other Members with Reports Form: please continue to fill 
this out if you do have a report  
 
1. STUD Justice: Is the Committee Declaration Form on the Facebook page? 
     i. Dir. of Administration: Yes.  
2. Spirit Rep: For the name part on the form, it says (First, Last), did you mean to 
have that? 
     i. Dir. of Administration: I was going to have it (Last, First), but I realized all 
the attendance is by (First, Last). The comma isn’t really necessary. Everything 
filled it out correctly last quarter though, so it’ll be fine.  

d. Senators 
i. Senator Office Hours are Thursdays 2-4PM Oceanview Terrace 
ii. Changing EDI Requirement 
- Feedback form for EDI requirement will be up, if you have any thoughts to 
share, share with your Council 
iii. Hiring Elections Manager due by Friday 
iv. UC Regents 
- First convening of Basic Needs Committee to fight for more equity in services 
among UC’s. Lobbying to have more systemwide basic needs across UC’s. 
- Lots of things are happening at the UC level 
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v. TTV intern apps coming out 
vi. Food Pantry Managers Applications on Handshake now 
vii. AVP Health and Wellness coach training starts this Thursday and will be five 
weeks long. Coaching sessions start week 6 to prepare for student health 
viii. Disabled student experience group started with an online prototype so 
students do not need 
ix. ASCE presents: DIY Dad Caps  
 
1. Dir. of Admin: VC Internal mentioned this before, but with the term of 
“Disabled Students” versus “Students with Disabilities”, we should change that.  
     i. AS Senator Reynoso: That’s with the work group...I’m sorry if that offends 
anyone because we’re writing this word for word but I’ll bring that up to them 
again.  
2. STUD Justice: Is it a generic general goal or is there a more definite 
requirement that the Basic Needs Committee is going for?  
     i. AS Senator Reynoso: This is the first time that the basic needs committee 
has met, it wouldn’t be like we’re establishing another TFP at UCSD. It’s not just 
going to be UCSD students participating but all students working on what all the 
UCs will need.  
     ii. STUD Justice: If UC Merced has proven that more students are in financial 
need, and they need a bigger food pantry, I think they should have a greater 
access to resources at the Regents level. If Berkeley kids don’t need as many 
resources because they don’t have as big of a need, I feel like that should be a 
consideration for amount of allocated resources.  

e. Dean 
i. MLK Parade -- Center of Student Involvement 
- Registration for MLK Jr. Day of Service and Parade opened January 9th; if you 
need transportation to the parade, register for both. (mlkday.ucsd.edu) 
- Students who take the bus will receive their shirt and lunch when they check in 
ii. Graphic Design Intern position available at Muir 
- Must be skilled in Photoshop, Illustrator, and other design software.  
iii. Academic Advising Intern for Marshall College 
- Looking for students interested in supporting/assisting fellow undergraduates 
- Visit Handshake to apply; apps due Jan 18th 
iv. Become a Marshall Orientation Leader 
v. Referendum update 
- On December 19th, I submitted the EVC’s requested revisions to Provost Carver 
to re-submit to the EVC for approval.  
 



1. Transfer Rep: POI -- it looks like there’s a waitlist for the MLK Parade 
volunteers.  
     i. Dean: If you’re interested, I would say email Oscar, who can definitely fill 
you in on the logistics.  

f. Chair 
i. All Council Retreat: Jan 27th 1-4PM @ Price Theatre  
- Board and Brew & Sprinkles 
ii. Inclusive Identities Campaign 
- If you expressed interest, AS will contact you soon! 
iii. Questions for VCSA? (visiting Week 3)  
iv. Fee Referenda Policy Work Group 
- inconsistencies in procedures between UC system-wide policy, our campus 
policy, and AS/GSA/College Council bylaws 
- work to review potential revisions to our campus policy to bring practice in line 
with policy, brainstorm ideas to make fee changes understandable and accessible 
to students and student groups, etc. 
v. MLK Parade 
 
1. BNA: For the Fee Referendum Policy Work Group, is that to create policy 
more uniform across the colleges or working on making the fee referendum 
uniform?  
     i. Dean: He will lead this work group. This group will not be making new 
policy, it will be cleaning up divergent sets of policies. Through this, he hopes to 
have a single amalgamation of policy across AS, GSA, and the six college 
councils.  

g. Other TMCSC Members  
i. STUD Imagination 
- Council Gear!! We will have quarter-zips, there will be one for $31.63 that will 
include our logo and your name and one for just the logo.  
 
1. SFAC Rep: Do you have one that has pockets? 
      i. STUD Imagination: I can ask them. I didn’t know that was a thing.  
2. STUD Justice: I like the idea. I don’t think most people have quarter-zips, and 
diversity is important. 
3. STUD Diversity: Just to clarify, are we purchasing the one on the previous 
slide or the one on the current slide? 
     i. STUD Imagination: This is just the general design versus the one we’re 
actually purchasing. The quality is very bad though on the proof they sent me.  
4. VC Finance: Is there no option for a shorter zipper? 
     i. STUD Imagination: I can also ask. If you like the one at the UCSD 
Bookstore, Triton Outfitters uses the same one.  



5. Transfer Rep: Is that first initial and last name? Is that decided or is that what’s 
maybe happening? 
     i. STUD Imagination: I think that way looks the most professional. If you have 
a strong preference, I can change it.  
6. VC Finance: Is it some people might get their names on the back and some 
won’t? Because I know for bulk orders, the price might change.  
     i. STUD Imagination: We can do half and half, so the price won’t change.  
7. TRES Rep: Is it a windbreaker? 
     i. STUD Imagination: No it’s a quarter-zip.  
     ii. STUD Justice: POI -- If it was a quarter-zip windbreaker, would be an 
anorak.  
 
ii. LSAC Rep 
- 7th college town hall information  
a. Liberal Arts and writing intensive, with opportunities for individual 
focus/growth via capstone projects and group dialogue 
b. GE curriculum can either be a standard sequence surrounding the college motto 
or an alternative breadth, but they’re leaning towards a combination of both 
c. Theme for 7th college: longevity, changing planet, etc.  
d. Anticipates for it to be open for its first class in 2020. It has just gone through 
the Academic Senate here, they still need many more steps to get approved 
e. AS is going to provide student reps to discuss new college creations.  
f. I asked why UCSD doesn’t expand existing colleges instead of building new 
ones. They responded that existing colleges don’t have physical space to expand. I 
suggested that they grow underground or higher, but my question was dodged.  
g. In terms of growth, according to the California Mandate, UCSD expects to 
accommodate 32,000 students. UC Berkeley has no more physical space and 
therefore will no longer be expanding. Once all college space reaches limit, the 
Master Plan will have to be readjusted 
h. Next TRELS deadline is Feb 1st  
 
1. AS Senator Reynoso: POP -- Can we not talk when someone is presenting? 
Thank you.  
2. Dir. of Public Relations: If they’re making a seventh college by 2020, where 
are they gonna house them? 
     i. LSAC Rep: Currently graduate students live at the Rita housing, and they’re 
supposed to move out by 2020 so they’ll have 7th college people live there. Sixth 
college will then move to Torrey Pines Living and Learning center once that’s 
done. More graduate housing is being built, and Eighth College might be moved 
to Camp Snoopy… I’m guessing.  
3. ASCE Rep: If they’re coming up with a seventh college, are they gonna name 
sixth college yet? 
     i. Spirit Rep: POI -- Historically, Marshall College existed as Third College 
while Warren was being made. So colleges can be built while others are nameless.  
     ii. LSAC Rep: POI -- Marshall College was third college for 20 something 



years, so I don’t know about Sixth but it’s been 14 years.  
4. BNA: It’s been 17 years since Sixth has been made and we’ve had discussions 
last year about the naming of Sixth college so it should be happening soon. I had 
two questions: Why do they need time to move Seventh College to the Village? 
Why not do that as soon Seventh is a thing? Was Eighth College supposed to be 
in the Theatre District of Revelle? 
     i. LSAC Rep: I think they’re doing Rita housing first because there’s already 
new graduate housing. I believe the Eighth College is still supposed to be in the 
Theatre District. I’m assuming they just need time to transition.  
5. Transfer Rep: POI -- I understand that Transfers are moving to Pepper Canyon. 
They’re building that, so Rita’s the first place... 
6. Commuter Rep: Did they say at all why transfer students are moving? 
     i. LSAC Rep: It was not transfers. It’s graduates.  
7. First-Year Rep: Did they talk about how the quality of their students’ lives and 
experiences are going to be diminished?  
     i. LSAC Rep: We did, but the answer for this question was very dismissive. 
They said that UCSD always has that in mind, it was a very blanket answer. The 
original Master Plan was for UCSD to have 12 colleges and 5,000 students each. 
Unfortunately, I don’t believe Eighth College will be done by 2020, so I don’t 
know what’s gonna happen.  
8. TRES Rep: Thank you for asking the hard questions. What are they doing 
between Marshall and Muir then? 
     i. LSAC Rep: Sixth; North Torrey Pines Living and Learning Center.  
First-Year Rep: Are they still accepting feedback? Who do we contact? 
     i. LSAC Rep: He explained that AS would be sending student representatives, 
so he said we should contact them. 
9. LC3 Rep: Did anyone ask any questions about off-campus housing support 
since they’re kicking out all these graduate students and sending them into the 
wild. Where is it?  
     i. LSAC Rep: They already have newly constructed graduate housing, so 
they’ll be moved there? I don’t know where it is.  
10. STUD Justice: Perfect report as always Jacob. They mentioned more flexible 
GEs because of the projects, so will that be available for all colleges? Because if 
someone wanted that and got into Revelle, it would kind of be like an ‘oh well’.  
     i. LSAC Rep: I don’t think that was discussed, sorry. 
     ii. BNA: POI -- this might not be true but, if it benefits you to be in that 
college and finish faster, you can apply to be in a different college.  
     iii. LSAC Rep: You have to prove that you will graduate 2 quarters earlier than 
your existing college AND if ONLY there’s space. I know for Muir, they’re 
overenrolled so they will not be accepting any transfer to Muir.  
11. AS Senator Milledge: I’m looking at a presentation I gave earlier this year 
and: Eighth is going to be in the Theatre District and Seventh will be in the 
Village area. Rita housing and Pepper Canyon West/East are all going to be either 
Transfer or Graduate.  
12. First-Year Rep: Did they talk at all about how expansion will affect current 



student life? 
     i. LSAC Rep: No. I was told that UCSD has students in mind and building new 
colleges is the quicker and better way to accommodate student needs than 
renovating existing ones. I also asked about what would happen after Seventh and 
Eighth and we run out of room. Once we reach out limit, we won’t accept any 
more students.  
13. VC Finance: How is that limit determined? 
     i. LSAC Rep: Physical space and construction, I guess. Right now, the host 
said that we are running out of room and are forced to accomodate 2,000 more 
students.  
14. BNA: Will there be any more town halls for Seventh College or Eighth 
College or any construction-based, new college stuff?  
     i. LSAC Rep: I don’t have any concrete information but I would assume there 
would be an Eighth College one. They were only taking notes on Seventh College 
curricula. I heard that if there are any suggestions, to contact AS representatives.  
15. VC Internal: Did you guys talk about parking or construction of parking lots?  
     i. LSAC Rep: They said they’re working on it. 
16. Spirit Rep: I think their goal, based on what they’re doing with the North 
Torrey Pines Living area, there will be underground parking.  
     i. LSAC Rep: The parking will be underground. For additional parking, they 
did not give any specifics.  
 
iii. SCORE Rep 
- We had our first meeting two days ago and we had 9 people, which is more than 
what we had before!!  
- We’re going to have our first event Week 3 Thursday 6-7:30 PM. It’ll be DIY 
slime and stress balls in Angela’s Space. 
 
1. AS Senator Reynoso: I know we all have Marshall org events during our 
Council time. I know we can’t go but let you friends know at least so they can 
attend!  
 
iv. RFAB Rep 
- Spirit Night on January 21st, decorating Sunday, January 27th.  
- If you have any decoration ideas, please email me! rdesmond@ucsd.edu  
- Facebook Decoration page will be up soon.  
- Last quarter, before we went on break, when we talked about how the gym 
schedules weren’t accessible-- now the Front Desk has real-time access to events 
going on in RIMAC  
- We will soon have a pdf with a direct link on the events going on.  
- I will be making a Google survey for feedback on new gym updates.  
- They’re thinking about dramatically reducing the costs of their classes to 
encourage participation. He doesn’t want to make them free though, because free 
is “a waste of time”. 
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1. AS Senator Reynoso: You might want to let the committee know that they 
might not expect a lot of help from the college councils because the 27th is the 
All-Council Retreat. Perhaps they should move the time around.  
     i. RFAB Rep: Okay.  
2. Spirit Rep: What was the time you said?  
     i. RFAB Rep: 12 to 1 is when we’re starting, but it’ll take a really long time. 
I’ll ask them to possibly change the time though.  
 
v. OASIS Rep 
- I met with the Director of OASIS today.  
- Undergraduate Research Scholarships tomorrow Center Hall Room 333 
- BILD 1 and CHEM 6A will be available over Summer Bridge 
- Starting a writing workshop for DOC 2 
 
vi. Spirit Rep 
- If anyone is interested in attending Spirit Night committee meetings, they will be 
this Friday and next Friday at 10AM.  

XI. Question Time/Announcements 
i. STUD Imagination: I want to get a straw poll on who wants the front pockets to see if 
they’re even worth investigating. Please only vote if you think you might buy it.  
 
STRAW POLL: 
Q: Pocket Investigation? 
A: Yes: 8 
No: 10 
Do not care: 15 
 
1. STUD Diversity: Is it going to be one big pocket or two split ones? 
     i. STUD Imagination: It’ll probably be one big pocket. If you have strong opinions, 
you can message me on Facebook. 
 
ii. AS Senator Reynoso: I’m contact someone from Muir about the DJ dance event since 
they’ve done something similar before. I’ll make a Facebook post, like the post if you’re 
interested in helping plan and I’ll get a group going.  

XII. Action Items 
XIII. Roll Call 
XIV. Adjournment 

a. 8:24 PM 


